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Foreword

T

he
building
permit
is an urban planning
authorization issued by the
City council of the municipality
where the project is located. In
Cameroon, it is issued to anyone
wishing to engage in a construction
initiative, change the location of an
existing construction, modify its
external appearance or volume, and
even to create additional levels. To
deliver the document, the technical
services check that the planned
constructions comply with the town
planning regulations concerning
the layout of the works, their nature,
location, architecture, layout of
their surroundings, and respect
the general rules of construction in
force. They also check whether the
work plan has been drawn up under
the responsibility of an architect
who is a registered member of the
National Order of Architects of
Cameroon.
However, little or no work is done
to check the whole process from
a governance point of view. Does
the issue of building permits in
Cameroon respect the criteria
of
effectiveness,
efficiency,
relevance and sustainability? This
is the question that this report
seeks to answer. This thematic
report is organized around four
interconnected chapters including
policy recommendations. The first
chapter deals with the analysis of
the legal framework, informed by
the question as to know whether

this framework can adequately
promote private investment in
Cameroon. Chapter two focuses on
the administrative process, which
is analyzed from the perspective
of determining whether the
implementation of the legal
provisions is effective and efficient.
This then prompts the analysis
of the gender aspect in Chapter
three in order to check whether
access to building permits takes
into consideration gender equality.
Finally, the issue of free trade is
analyzed in Chapter four with the
aim of ascertaining whether the
procedures for obtaining building
permits is free and competitive for
foreigners.
In the final analysis, it emerges
that the building permit legal
framework in Cameroon is
not sufficiently incentivised to
encourage new constructions. As
such, the preference for informal
constructions remains high. This
tendency is further exacerbated by
the lengthy bureaucratic procedures
and corrupt practices involved in
the process. An important finding
related to the analysis of gender
issues in this report is that even
though the legislative framework
does not establish a difference
in treatment between men and
women in their access to building
permits, one notes that cultural
practices in some communities
as well as financial practices in
banks make it more difficult for
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women than men to have access to
building permits. The analysis in
this report also brings to light the
fact that only access to the building
permit for foreigners is completely
free despite the corrupt practices
involved in the process.
The Denis & Lenora Foretia
Foundation promotes economic
freedom policies that are evidencedbased. The analysis and findings in
this report certainly have important
policy implications for key
government policy stakeholders
concerned with improving access to
construction permits in Cameroon.

Dr. William Hermann ARREY
Interim Chief Executive
Officer (CEO)
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Overview

Overview
Dealing with construction permits in Cameroon is the second in a series of six thematic reports that are
centered on the Doing Business Index project executed by the Nkafu Policy Institute of the Denis and Lenora
Foretia Foundation. This report aims to provide a critical assessment of the business environment on dealing
with construction permits in Cameroon, and the current business environment with key recommendations to
the Government of Cameroon (GOC) on how to ameliorate the procedures and documentation in obtaining
construction permits in particular and the business environment as a whole. Cameroon aims to attract both
the local and foreign direct investment needed to boost its economy, encourage job creation, and improve the
standard of living of its populations. Nonetheless, corruption and excessive procedural patterns appear to
hampers the coming into fruition the set objectives by the Government of Cameroon (GOC) in the process of
attracting the much needed local and foreign direct investment into the country. The ranking in dealing with
the construction permit indicator is a significant rejoinder of too many bureaucratic patterns. Consequently,
dealing with construction permits in Cameroon come with excessive bureaucracy, while other related
challenges can be identified at various stages:
The Procedural Environment:

Concerning the Conditions for Foreign
Investors:

The previous reforms (2014, 2016, 2017) designed
to reduce the number of days to finalize the process
have been somewhat applauded. However, looking
at Cameroon’s previous positions in dealing with
construction permits indicator and the number of
days taken to finalize the process, more needs to
be done to take Cameroon out of the bottom tier
(154th in 2020) to a much comfortable position.
The intensity of the procedural environment needs
to be a bit relaxed to ensure the total cost of the
procedure and the time required are reduced in
order to accommodate the spirit of business and
economic development.

The prevailing conditions for obtaining a
construction permit in Cameroon, which appear
very encouraging for investment are the nondiscrimination that exists between locals and
foreign investors. Foreign investors encounter the
same financial and procedural challenges associated
with licenses and permits related to construction.
Cameroon’s 2002 investment charter, guarantees
equal treatment in carrying out an activity following
the principles and provisions of competition law,
property rights attached to land, buildings, and
equipment. Despite all these, the complexity
associated with the procedures, the cost, and the
time taken for business to begin projects effectively
cannot be overemphasized.

The Governance Aspect:
Both local and foreign investors face consistent
challenges with the hurdles associated with
obtaining construction permits from the various
government agencies, charged with the issuance
of the authorization to start construction. The
mechanism to obtain a construction permit in
Cameroon is too complex. This complexity is evident
in the numerous procedures, and requirements for
interested stakeholders involved in the process. The
obvious setbacks to prospective investors are:
(i) the heavy financial burden,
(ii) time-consuming processes,
(iii) administrative bottlenecks,
(iv) corruption.
Besides, it is true that, these complex mechanisms
vary from one city or municipality to another across
the country, thus exacerbating irregularities and
mistrust in the system.

The Gender Aspect:
In Cameroon, despite the attractive aspects of
the investment climate, women who decide to do
business still encounter teething troubles in their
bid to fulfil the conditions set forth. For instance,
the number of files drawn up in 5 copies required
for women to obtain a construction permit is
frequently difficult for women to meet. Thus, the
indirect difficulties are of two kinds:
(i) The acknowledgment of the right to land
ownership,
(ii) The capacity, particularly financial, to
exercise this right.
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Chapter 1

The «Doing Business Index» takes into account many
important aspects of the regulatory environment
affecting local businesses. It uses quantitative
indicators related to starting a business, obtaining
construction permits, access to electricity, property
registration system, access to credit, and protection

1.1

of minority investors, tax payments, cross-border
trade, contract enforcement and, insolvency
resolution. It also measures employment issues and
contracts with the government. In this chapter, we
will assess Cameroon’s ranking in the dealing with
construction permit indicator.

Dealing With Construction Permit Indicator

This section briefly summarizes Cameroon’s
situation in this ranking, with an emphasis on the
construction permit index between 2007 and 2020.

To do so, one would first need to have an outline
of Cameroon’s position in the overall ranking, as
shown in Table 1 below:

Table 1: Cameroon’s ranking on construction permit indicator since 2007

YEAR

RANK

2007

152

2008

154

2009

164

2010

171

2011

168

2012

161

2013

161

2014

168

2015

158

2016

172

2017

166

2018

163

2019

166

2020

167

Based on the data presented, Cameroon has
regressed by fifteen (15) places. That is, the country
has maintained almost the same position in the
ranking since 2007, having never been able to climb

above 150th position in the overall ranking in this
index. The question which confronts this study is
why should Cameroon maintain this disastrous
ranking position?

Source: Authors (Data from Doing Business reports, 2007-2020)1
1 https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/reports/global-reports/doing-business
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1.2

The Process of Obtaining Construction Permits in Cameroon

The ranking of the economies on the ease of
processing building permits is determined by sorting
their scores for the processing times of building
permits. These scores are the simple average score
for each of the component indicators. The Doing
Business Index provides time and cost data in the
warehouse construction process for each economy.
It divides the warehouse construction process
into separate procedures in the questionnaire and
solicits data to calculate the time and cost required
to complete each procedure.
These procedures include:
•

•

•
•
•

and structural plans of the building; location
plans and planning certificate);
hiring a technical construction inspector,
obtaining all prescribed permits, authorizations,
licenses, and certificates;
Complying with all obligations to notify the start
and end of construction work and requests for
inspections (unless such inspections are carried
out by an external and private inspection office
or engineer).

This index also covers the procedures necessary
for connection to water and sewage systems.
Also, all procedures required to update the title
of ownership, so that it can be used as security or
transferred to another entity, are counted. Since
2007, Cameroon’s position in the ranking of the
«process of obtaining construction permits» of the
Doing Business Index has varied steadily.

obtaining all plans and surveys useful to
the architect and engineer in designing the
construction plans
(e.g., topographical
surveys, location maps or soil tests);
filing with the relevant authorities all documents
required for a specific project (e.g., architectural
Table 2 below provides a clear insight:

YEAR

RANK

OBSERVATION

TIME
(number of days)

PROCEDURES
(number)

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

151
154
154
164
118
92
95
127
166
159
141
140
132
154

▼
▼
▼
▲
▲
▼
▼
▼
▲
▲
▲
▲
▼

444
426
426
426
213
147
147
139
64
150
135
135
132
126

15
15
15
15
14
11
11
13
15
15
15
15
15
16

Source: Doing Business Reports, Country Profile - Cameroon
(2007 to 2020 editions).
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As shown in the above table, the
index for obtaining a building
permit takes into account the
number of procedures required
to build a warehouse under
current regulations, the time
required (in days) to complete
each procedure, the cost of each
procedure (as a percentage of per
capita income) and the building
quality control index (0-15). In
2020, Cameroon is ranked 154th,
ahead of Equatorial Guinea which
is 162nd, Chad which is 174th
and the Central African Republic
(last in the ranking of CEMAC
countries) at 184th. Cameroon
thus moves up to the third
position among CEMAC countries
behind countries such as Gabon
(141st) and the Republic of Congo
(134th). In the CEMAC zone, this
2020 ranking is far from the first
place occupied in 2012, namely
92nd economy out of 183.
In 2008, Cameroon did not
initiate any reforms to improve
the conditions for acquiring a
building permit, which relegated
it to 154th place, still counting
as many procedures (15) as the
duration (426 days). In contrast,
the same year, Ghana ranked 1st
in sub-Saharan Africa thanks
to improvements in its public
services, reducing the time taken
to acquire a building permit from 6
months to 1 month. Between 2008
and 2009, Cameroon’s position
in the Dealing with Construction
Permits ranking stabilized until
it declined in 2010. Indeed, that
year, Cameroon dropped to
164th place losing ten places and
consequently, appeared in the
ranking of the slowest countries
in this field, moving up to 10th
place. A stint that quickly reversed
in 2011, when Cameroon climbed
back to 118th position, ahead

of Ghana (151st) and Nigeria
(167th). The reason being that the
country has reduced the number
of procedures to fourteen (14)
as well as the number of days to
complete these procedures to 213
days, a reduction by half which
has facilitated the administrative
task for the builders. Similarly,
the year 2012 and 2013 Cameroon
maintained a gradual pace
of improvement that saw her
occupying the 92nd and 95th
ranks respectively, by continuing
to reduce the procedures so that
in 2013, the country is at eleven
(11) procedures for 147 days.
It will take 2014 for Cameroon
to carry out a reform in the area
of building permits. Cameroon
has made procedures more
complex by including inspection
requirements. At the same
time, the state decentralized the
process thereby improving it and
set a strict deadline for processing
an application and issuing the
certificate of conformity. Although
this reform has stabilized
the number of procedures,
unfortunately, from 2015 to 2016
the time taken to obtain building
permits increased by at least 2.3
times (150 days in 2016 compared
to 64 days in 2015).
In 2017, a new reform appeared
in this area; Cameroon facilitated
the processing of building permits
by reducing the time required to
obtain a building permit and by
strengthening the building quality
control index whilst improving
transparency. This has reduced
the time required to obtain
permits by 15 days (150 days in
2016 compared to 135 days in
2017). These reforms continue to
bear fruit since in 2020 it takes
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126 days to complete the sixteen
(16) procedures for acquiring a
building permit for a warehouse
which is valued at 41,590,876
CFA francs.
Concerning the number of
procedures
related
to
the
acquisition of a building permit in
Cameroon, it must be noted that
since 2007, the figure has been
fairly stable, fluctuating between
13 and 16 procedures. On the
other hand, the time required
to complete these procedures
is more unstable, with 64 days
required in 2015 compared to
444 in 2007. Cameroon is trying
to overcome this phenomenon
by gradually reducing the time
required and the total cost of
the procedure, since if in 2014
the value of a warehouse was
estimated at 390,180,000 CFA
francs, in 2020 it is estimated
at 41,590,876 CFA francs. It can
be concluded that Cameroon
is making appreciable strides
towards facilitating investments
for promoting economic growth
in the country, although much
remains to be done, because,
economic growth is a process
rather than an event.

2
OBTAINING A
CONSTRUCTION
PERMIT IN
CAMEROON:
A CRITICAL
ANALYSIS

D E A L I N G
C O N S T R U C T I O N
C A M E R O O N :
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W I T H
P E R M I T S

I N

E V A L U A T I O N
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The Cambridge dictionary defines a construction
permit as: “an official document that gives someone
permission to build on land or make changes to a
building”1. According to the Business Dictionary,
“a construction permit is the formal approval of
building plans by the designated government agency
as meeting the requirements of prescribed codes. It is
an authorization to proceed with the construction or
reconfiguration of a specific structure at a particular
site, by the approved drawings and specifications2”.
A construction permit, therefore, is an administrative
document obtained through an administrative process,
which authorizes the construction of a building, after
checking its compliance with the rules of urbanization
and planning3.

In this direction, one has to fulfil the following:
1.

2. Obtain a certificate of urban planning
(certificat d’urbanisme) - This can be obtained
from the city/town hall of the municipality or
the rural council of the locality where the land
belongs;
3. Obtain the approval of the overall plan and
the site plan by the department of surveys;
4. Obtain a geotechnical assessment;
5.

The mechanism of obtaining a construction permit in
Cameroon could be described without any exaggeration
as complex. This complexity is evident in the
plurality of procedures, requirements, norms, offices,
conditions, actors, paper works, and stakeholders
involved in the process. All these are accompanied
by the heavy financial burden, time-consuming
processes, boycotts, administrative bottlenecks and
corruption, all of which lead to unorganized and slow
urban development. Within this complexity is the
reality that such mechanisms differ as we move from
one city or municipality to another across the national
territory; thereby creating some sought of insecurity,
inconsistency, and lack of trust in the system. The
improvement of the mechanism of the issuance of
Construction Permits in Cameroon is very crucial for
a country that has the ambition to achieve economic
emergence by 2035. Thus, how can we improve the
efficiency of Cameroon’s mechanism of Construction
Permit acquisition?

Apply for the certificate of conformity - This
can be obtained from the city/town hall of
the municipality, where the land belongs.
Usually, an inspection takes place after which
the certificate of conformity is issued.

6. Submit the completed application form along
with the documents in the Mayor’s office.
7.

Within 15 days after applying, the mayor
will verify the application and documents
supplied, after which the Name of the
Requester, Address, Surface excluding
Network and Destination of the Construction
will be displayed in the town/city hall of
notice.

8. After validating the application and
discussion of the application with the review
board building members, the Mayor’s final
decision is made known to the applicant.
9. Obtaining building permit - To obtain a
building permit, you have to get in touch
with the town hall of your local municipal
office of the area where the land is located,
hire an authorized supervision agency, who
should support you in getting an inspection
team unto the land. Such a team is usually
composed by the Urban Council. From the
deliberations and the recommendation of
such a team, the applicant is issued a building
permit.

2.1 Multiplicity of Conditions
In Cameroon, constructing a building without
an official permit is liable to a penalty of 30% of
the estimated cost of the building4. To obtain a
construction permit in Cameroon, there are some
conditions stipulated in under law No. 2004/003 of 21
April 2004 to Regulate Town Planning in Cameroon5.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Obtain recent proof of land ownership - This
can be obtained from the city/town hall of the
municipality where the land is located.

https://dictionary.cambridge.org-building-permit-meaning.
www.businessdictionary.com.
http://ottiz.cm.
Cameroon Tribune, Building Permits Are Obligatory In Cameroon, 16 April 2013
www.minhdu.gov.cm-regulating-town-planning-in-Cameroon.
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The afore-mentioned conditions also involve a list of
required documents shown below.

Unfortunately, many of these colourful buildings
that spring up in the city of Buea, belong to
Cameroonians in the Diaspora, many of who have
taken to building their houses, both commercial and
residential, without legal permits. Due to the absence
of these building permits, the buildings are not only
haphazardly arranged, but are also built in risky areas.
Considering the volcanic nature of Buea, an area
prone to earth tremors during eruptions as well as
the ongoing urbanization efforts in Cameroon, there
are extensive threats to these buildings, arising from
the risk of natural disasters (volcanic eruptions) and
government-imposed demolitions.

List of Required Documents
• A completed application form obtained from the
municipality or local council hall that has been
stamped and signed by the property owner or the
agent.
• A planning certificate.
• A certificate of ownership issued less than six
(6) months or an act of the Minister of Territorial
Administration in lieu thereof.
• A descriptive quote quantities of work.
• A ground plan construction to edit or modify (scale
1/200 or 1/500).
• A ground floor plan (scale 1/10 or 1/5 000 000),
including implementation plans of the foundation
plan, distribution, roofing, facades, cuts, and structure
which are applicable at scales defined in the license
application model to build and set up the site.
• A sanitation (plan of septic tanks).
• The various details plans: for fences and swimming
pools, details plan (cuts);
• Site photos vacuum with its surroundings.
• Parts or technical and financial provisions prescribed
by the Planning Certificate.
Coupled with the above conditions and documents,
obtaining a construction permit in Cameroon is
complex equally involves some financial burdens.

Below are the official requirements for obtaining
a building permit in Buea under the auspices of the
Technical Service in the Buea Rural Council.
1. Proof of land ownership (Provide one of the following;
a land certificate, an Attestation of ownership from the
Chief, a Ministerial allocation letter in case of State
Land).
2. Four (04) copies of the architectural plan drawn
by an Architect of the National Order of Architects of
Cameroon.
3. Six (06) block and situation plans issued by the
Surveys Department.
4. In the case of a story building, a structural analysis
signed by an Engineer of the National Order.
5. A land tax receipt showing payment of the land tax.
Upon submission of the above files, the cost of the
proposed building will be evaluated using a pre-defined
formula by the Technical Service of the Council based
on the architectural plan submitted, after which, the
applicant is expected to:
a. Pay 1% of the above-estimated cost of the
building to the Buea Council Treasury;

2.2 Procedure and Fees (the Case
of Buea and Yaoundé)
Let us have a rundown of these procedures, with
the cities of Buea and Yaoundé as our case studies.
Being one of the fastest growing towns in Cameroon,
Buea has witnessed an unprecedented increase in
infrastructural and socio-economic activities. This
transformation beginning from an historic German
colonial capital to an emerging city is epitomized by
the rising architectural array of students’ residential
Molyko neighbourhood6.

b. Pay a fee for the joint-Commission charged
with the visitation of the site, ensuring its
compliance, in the following order: 25,000
FCFA for a bungalow, 50,000 FCFA for a onestory building, 75,000FCFA for two-story
building and more depending on the house.
6. Official registration including forms, stamps, and
files (approximately 4,000 FCFA).
7. Establish a Town Planning Certificate signed by the
Mayor (25,000 FCFA).

6. https://www.wikiprocedure.com.
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After the above payments, the joint commission which
sits every month, made up of members from competent
state services and the Buea Council, validates the
building as and thus, approved for construction. After
the validation, the Building Permit is then issued by
the Mayor of Buea Council.

Also, a building plan and descriptive estimates of the
septic tank are required. Each document is presented
in four or five copies, if the surface area is inferior
or superior to 400 square meters respectively. The
documents are submitted in the mail service of the
Yaoundé City Council. The policy of the Yaoundé City
Council is to control all buildings in the city, irrespective
of whether they are inhabited or not. For people who
built their houses without building permits, they have
been called upon, in a recent release, to go to the City
Council and regularise their situation.

To obtain a building permit in Yaoundé, the owner has
to go to the Yaoundé City Council where he is given a
list of documents to compile and a form to fill. Herein,
there are three types of building permits.

1.
2.

3.

Eugene Kodo, an architect in the Yaoundé City Council
informed the Nkafu study team that, the Yaoundé City
Council will facilitate the process for obtaining building
permits, adding that currently, only the Government
Delegate to the Yaoundé City Council issues building
permits.8 Here, the official time limit for permit
approval is 90 days by the council, which allows the
City Council sufficient time for due inspection and
ensuring that all the required conditions are fulfilled.
This inspection takes place before the building permit
is approved.

There is a building permit that is given when
there is a land title.
The second type of building permit is the
implantation permit which is a temporal
permit given by the Government Delegate to
the Yaoundé City Council, while waiting for
the land title. The building permit is issued
free of charge immediately the land title is
obtained. Formerly, this permit concerned
only temporal construction although it is
currently extended to people who want to
build permanent houses.

2.3 A Multitude of Actors
Involved in the Issuance
of Construction Permits in
Cameroon

There is also the building permit for
communal houses and the building permit for
plots on MAETUR (maetur is a government
owned establishment assigned with the
responsibilities of securing land for building
low cost housing in Cameroon) land7.

The main actors involved in the issuance of
construction permits in Cameroon are:
1. City councils or mayors of different
municipalities,
2. The Ministry of Housing And Urban
Development in collaboration with other
ministries like the Ministry of Territorial
Administration, the Ministry Of Energy and
the Ministry in charge of the environment),
including inspectors and security officers.

Among requirements to obtain a building permit, the
owner must:
-

Fill a registration form provided for free by
the Yaoundé City Council. After filling the
form, one fiscal and two communal stamps
must be affixed unto it,

-

Provide a certificate of property from the
Regional Delegation of State Property,
Land Tenure, and Surveys, certificate of
urbanization, plan of situation and mass plan.

All these actors take part in one form or another in the
issuance of construction permits in Cameroon looking
at their tasks performed during the process. The
multiplicity of actors and the complexity of procedures,
norms, conditions, and required documents have not
been without far-reaching economic and financial
repercussions. We will come back below with details.

7. Cameroon Tribune, Building Permits Are Obligatory In Cameroon, 16 April 2013.
8. Ibid.
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In a related development, most holders of the
building permits often go contrary to the building and
construction terms which lead to the destruction of
the building by the city council, the tendencies are to
have building which can collapse due to architectural
insufficiencies. Fortunately, in Douala the scenario in
Yaoundé appear different, because, building a house
in this Cameroon’s economic capital for example, does
not just require a landowner to get just the building
permit, but also to respect the terms stipulated in
such a building permit. Though some law-breakers
go constructing without building permits, others
have authentic building permits yet provokes the
wrath of the city council by going contrary to it. The
most important part of a permit is the type of house
to be constructed. Some go in for a duplex, others
for a simple house while some prefer story buildings.
All the characteristics of the type of house from the
foundation to finishings are controlled. During such
controls by the city council officials accompanied by
security officers and municipal police, the evolution
of the structure is closely followed and instructions
are given as per the characteristics of the house.10
During such controls, as it were in Bonaberi recently11,
a gigantic edifice was sealed for violating the building
permit. Yet, people appear reluctant to respect the
rules of the building. This is what has been happening
in most towns in Cameroon.

2.4 The Complex Mechanisms of
Obtaining Construction Permits
in Cameroon: Is it a bitter pill for
the applicants to swallow?
According to the World Bank’s doing business Report
for 20149, Cameroon has regressed by seven places in
the economic domain. Enforcing contracts, issuance
of building permits, paying taxes, and trading across
borders, are some of the areas that the country has
slumped, although getting access to electricity has
been improved upon.
One of the problems faced by the government in the
construction domain in Cameroon is that, despite
its necessity, individuals are still not aware of the
importance of the construction permits. Building has
become a common phenomenon in the country as
people seek to own their homes or promote the real
estate business ventures. In Yaoundé, houses are
constructed every day in all neighbourhoods, however,
many of these houses built without building permits.
This has always called for the intervention of officials
of the Yaoundé City Council yet more damages are
caused over time, given the complexity in obtaining
building permits in the country. This explains why
buildings fall and with people dying as a result,
because they buildings did not meet the formal official
specifications, given that, they were constructed
without permits. An example is the story building
of an intended supermarket belonging to a widely
know businessman with chains of retail outlets
stores – supermarkets in Yaoundé, that crumbled
in the Nsimeyong neighbourhood in Yaoundé, in
December 2019. Although, this is a huge problem
for the government of Cameroon as it turns out to
lose most of its citizens as a result; it is more of a
problem constituting a larger spectrum of dangers
to the population which loss its family members,
given perhaps its ignorance, procedural difficulties or
excruciating expensive to pursue and obtain a building
permit in Cameroon.

Perhaps, since, the procedures for obtaining a
construction permit differs from town to town,
this appears to constitute a severe hindrance to
prospective investors from building in different
towns in Cameroon. Furthermore, since obtaining a
construction permit is a slow, cumbersome and long
process in Cameroon today, many prospective house
owners are simply put out of the real estate investment
ventures; and this applies even to simple individual
desirous to build private house for their families. The
consequences of these are that, several people end their
livelihoods living in rented apartments, or becoming
destitutes, after retirement from official services. In
addition, those who occupy official houses become
immersed in such habitations at the detriment of
owning self buildings. Again, some people (majority of
them) undertake clandestine construction of houses,

9. https://www.businessincameroon.com:World-Bank-business-in-CameroonReport-2014.
10. Cameroon Tribune (Yaoundé), By Yaboa Ndula Munteh-26/04/2017.
11. https://allafrica.com-Cameroon:when-building-permit-is-abused.
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to evade the cumbersome procedures of obtaining
building permits and the exigencies of diverse rules
that prevail in different cities in Cameroon. Definitely,
this character of urbanisation merely demonstrates
that, the government does not thoroughly investigate
those who are building with or without construction
permits in order to sort out the recalcitrant ones.
Certainly, if the Government of Cameroon (GOC) do
a clean job in this direction, prospective house owners
would seek building permits and would respect laid
down regulations for such permits to be executed.
Most of those who build without the permit are people
who desire to avoid the long procedure of obtaining
building permits.

Since the holding of the 3rd session of the Cameroon
Business Forum, the Prime Minister has been
prescribing a clear improvement in the cost of
processing building permit applications, with the
recommendation that the procedures be computerized
and One-stop shops set up for issuing building permits
in Douala and Yaoundé12. The implementation of
these recommendations and the need to monitor the
uncontrolled development of Cameroon’s cities led
the Ministry to launch the process of improving the
effectiveness of urban planning and issuance tools.
It is within this framework that the Ministry has
undertaken to support the Douala City Council in the
process of computerization and dematerialization
of the procedures for the issuance of urban planning
documents to these procedures and to ensure the
speed of file processing and reduce costs.

The few afore-mentioned issues are the teething
challenges that have existed over the years in Cameroon
as far as it concerns obtaining a construction permit
in Cameroon. The GOC has been taking measures
to combat these challenges but are these measures
efficient enough? Let’s analyze below.

The GOC has also been calling on Cameroonians
through newspapers like the Cameroon tribune to
obtain a license before starting any construction.
But this appears to be an inadequate public policy
response to this problem, because, many citizens do
not read newspapers at all? Added to the measures
taken by the GOC, some recommendations below are
also important to mention.

2.5 The Government of
Cameroon’s Action to Improve
the Mechanism of the Issuance of
Construction Permits
One measure taken to combat the challenges
of obtaining building permits in Cameroon is
institutionalisation of the online application, which
started in January 2018. The government set up
this system to help reduce analogous administrative
processes, increase speed, and transparency in
the processing of files. The Secretary-General of
the Ministry of Housing and Urban Development
(MINDHU) was in Douala to review and validate
reports which will pave the way for the creation of
One-Stop-Shop for the application, treatment, and
deliverance of building permits online.

12. Cameroon Tribune, By Ghis1|December 10th, 2017.
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This chapter tracks the procedures, time and cost
of obtaining the necessary licenses and permits,
submitting all required notifications, requesting and
receiving all necessary inspections and obtaining
utility connections in Cameroon with a focus on
foreign investors. The Dealing with Construction
Permits indicator measures the building quality
control index, evaluating the quality of building
regulations, the strength of quality control and
safety mechanisms, liability and insurance regimes,
and professional certification requirements1.
Cameroon’s Investment Chatter of 20022 guarantees
equal treatment in carrying out an activity following
the principles and provisions of competition
law, property rights attached to land, buildings,
and equipment, and those attached to movable
property, securities, patents, and other intellectual
property subject matter. Prompt procedures for
land concession and access to every natural or
legal person duly established or desiring to become
established in Cameroon, who or which respects
specific rules associated with economic activity.

Obviously, Cameroon is in dire need to attract
foreign investments to fuel economic growth
practices a non-discriminatory system when it
concerns investments. Investors be it foreigners or
nationals, therefore go through the same procedures
in obtaining construction permits if the investor is
natural or legal personality.

3.1 Procedure, time and cost to
deal with construction permits in
Cameroon as a foreign investor
The procedures, cost, and time frame in obtaining
the documents are seen below in the table. To
make the data comparable across economies in the
world several assumptions about the construction
company, the warehouse project, and the utility
connections are used3.

Table 3: Details – Dealing with Construction Permits in Cameroon –
Procedure, Time and Cost4

PROCEDURES

Obtain recent proof of land ownership
Agency: Ministry of Urban Development
A recent proof of land ownership or property certificate can now be
obtained from the Ministry of Urban Planning and Development
(Ministère du Developpement Urbain). This was previously obtained
from the Land Registrar (Service des domaines). Although the official
fee is XAF 6,000.00, applicants often must pay an informal fee to
obtain the property certificate.

TIME TO
COMPLETE
IN DAYS

ASSOCIATED
COST IN FCFA

15 days

XAF 6,000

1. https://www.doingbusiness.org/en/data/exploretopics/dealing-with-construction-permits.
2. Law No. 2002/004 of April 19, 2002 on the Republic of Cameroon Investment Charter, title II, chapter 1, General principles and
basic rights, Article 10, https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org/investment-laws/laws/45/cameroon-investment-law.
3. Economy profile Cameroon doing business 2020, https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusiness/country/c/
cameroon/CMR.pdf.
4. World Bank Group, Economy profile Cameroon, Doing business 2020.
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Obtain a fire clearance certificate from the Fire
Department
Agency: Fire Department
Since July 2014, it is a requirement to obtain a security instructions
clearance issued by the Fire Brigade for buildings that are more
than 400 sq. m, which would apply to the Doing Business case study
warehouse.
Obtain a certificate of urban planning (certificat
d’urbanisme)
Agency: City Council
The Planning Certificate shows whether this is land reserved
for building, provides information on the density of permitted
construction, and notifies the existence of easements. It also provides
information on whether utilities are available on this land or planned
in the future (water, electricity), and finally, it provides information
on the rules for construction.
Obtain the approval of the overall plan and the site plan by
the Cadastre
Agency: Cadastre
The overall plan and the site plan must both be approved by the
Registry before the request for a building permit can be submitted.
Obtain geotechnical assessment
Agency: Certified companies, such as LABOGENIE, GEOFOR,
APAVE
A geo-technical study is required by law (Article 3 of Law n° 99/017
of 22 December 1999 regulating the quality control of the soil,
construction materials and geotechnical studies). The services of a
professional certified company are requested. Upon completing a soil
analysis, the company will produce and sign a report, a copy of which
will be included in the building permit application. The permit fee is
negotiable.
Hire an authorized supervision agency
Agency: Private Firm
For buildings with a surface area of more than 400 sq. m.,
contractors must hire a private company “Bureau d’Etude” to
supervise the construction phase. According to Decree Nº 201/1005
PM/ of May 21, 2014, the City Council now requires that a contract
with a Bureau d’Etude be submitted when requesting a building
permit.
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10 days
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XAF 1,200,000

1 day
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Receive on-site inspection by the Urban Council
Agency: Urban Council
This inspection takes place before the building permit approval.

Obtain a building permit
Agency: Guichet Unique
To obtain a building permit, you can now apply at the one-stopshop. The application consists of four copies of each of the following
documents:
• Application (stamped, with forms provided by the Douala Urban
Council). The fiscal stamp and two communal stamps are required.
• Certificates of ownership
• Certificates of urban planning (Certificat d’urbanisme)
• Block and location plans (plan de situation et plan de masse)
• Site, foundation, roofing, view or elevation, and septic tank plans
• Descriptive estimates
All plans must be signed by an architect accredited by the National
Order of Architects (l’Ordre National des Architectes du Cameroun,
ONAC). The company hires a structural engineer, accredited by
the National Order of Structural Engineers, to develop a structural
design that then serves as the execution plan. Because the engineer
signs this document, it is not modifiable without his express consent.

Receive inspection to verify the location (implantation)
Agency: Service Technique
The Technical Committee must then inspect the site and issue a
report.

Apply for the certificate of conformity
Agency: City Hall
Under the Decree Nº2013/0042/PM of January 2013, the owner
of the newly constructed warehouse must apply for a certificate of
conformity with the City Hall

Receive joint inspection from the Consultative Committee
Agency: Consultative Committee
Once the application for the certificate of conformity has been
submitted, the Consultative Committee must then inspect the site
and issue a report.
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XAF 15,000

21 days

XAF 416,909

1 day
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1 day

No charge

15 days

No charge
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Obtain a certificate of conformity
Agency: Consultative Committee
Once the final inspection is completed, a report is made by the
Advisory Committee and the certificate of conformity will be signed
by the Mayor, once the record is transmitted.

21 days

No charge

1 day

No charge

1 day

No charge

50 days

XAF 400,000

14 days

XAF 1,750,000

176

7,323,425

Request water connection
Agency : Camerounaise des Eaux

Receive inspection by customer service for a cost estimate
Agency : Camerounaise des Eaux
Two days after the application has been received and processed,
customer service will visit the site to do a cost estimate. The client
will be informed of the cost estimate and must pay the entire
amount.

Obtain a water connection after payment
Agency: Camerounaise des Eaux
The installation of the meter is done in 15 business days. If there
are more than 50 meters of pipe, then there will be an extension of
the network and this will take longer and cost more. The official fee
is published in every agency and it is FCFA100,000 for a regular
installation, of 50 meters. In the case of an extension of the network,
such as the Doing Business case study, then the cost can go up to
FCFA 400,000

Build a septic tank
Agency: Private Firm
The sewerage connection requires the installation of a septic tank.

TOTAL

Source: Economy profile Cameroon doing business 20201 by the World Bank.
Note: XAF = Franc CFA (Central Africa).

1. Economy profile Cameroon doing business 2020, https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/
dam/doingBusiness/country/c/cameroon/CMR.pdf.
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Both totals include the cost and period of obtaining
water connection points which most documents
do not consider as part of the process of obtaining
a construction permit in Cameroon. They will,
therefore, exclude water connection and consider
the number of days at 126 and the total cost at XAF
5,573,425.

The foreigner may have to pay informal costs in
different agencies to obtain the document.
It should, however, be noted that while Cameroon
has been making substantial improvements in
attracting FDI in recent years except for the drop
in 2018, Cameroon still falls under the Central
African Region which attracts little foreign direct
investment as compared to other African regions.
Among five regional groups (North, West, East,
Central, and Southern Africa), the Central African
Region falls in the 4th position in terms of the
average amount of FDI received3 between 2015 and
2018. Even within its region, Gabon has attracted
more FDI than Cameroon. This analysis proves
that Cameroon is not in a very good position if it
has to compare with countries in other regions
that pull more FDI capital. Cameroon has to make
tremendous efforts in attracting more FDI, such as
in the area of obtaining construction permits.

Obtaining a construction permit is one of the
indicators used in rankings for doing business
index and this is evaluated through aspects such as
procedures to follow, the time required to complete
each procedure (calendar days), the cost required
completing each procedure and building quality
control index. It is an important indicator for
foreigners with the interest of investing in a country.
Most economies usually strive for the attractiveness
of inward Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) due to
the advantages that it possesses as an instrument
for economic expansion.
Africa in general and Cameroon in particular,
are quite open in joining the rest of the world in
the quest for attracting foreign direct investment
(FDI) inflows; and it appears Cameroon has made
considerable progress in this direction. According
to the World Investment Report 20191, between
2005 and 2007, Cameroon attracted an average of
147 million dollars of FDI inflows annually. This
amount increased tremendously to 627 million
dollars in 2015, 664 million dollars in 2016, 814
million dollars in 2017, and 702 million dollars in
2018, a drop of 112 million dollars in FDI caused by
several factors mainly internal.

Although much needs to be done, Cameroon in
recent years has been making significant efforts in
simplifying the process of obtaining construction
permits in the country to encourage foreign direct
investment by rendering investment processes in
the country much easier.

3.2 Cameroon’s initiatives
to facilitate the issuance
of construction permits to
foreigners

According to the US Department of State2 among
several other factors is corruption which cuts
across all sectors of the country at different levels.
Apparently, the corruption pandemic is also
experienced widely in the process of obtaining
construction permits just as in other sectors. In
2018, Cameroon ranked 152 (of 180 countries)
in Transparency International’s Corruption
Perception Index. This is confirmed by our research
since we were not able to estimate the real cost of
the construction permit in Cameroon.

The Government of Cameroon (GOC) launched
a new tool for investors: the e-Regulations
Cameroon portal4. This online database brings total
transparency to investment procedures. Through
this portal, potential foreign investors can have
access to online information on procedures of
setting up investments in Cameroon, such as the
payment of taxes, procedures of obtaining building
permits, and others.

1. UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2019; http://unctad.org/wir or http://unctad.org/fdistatistics.
2. US Department of State, Report overview, 2019 Investment Climate Statements: Cameroon
https://www.state.gov/reports/2019-investment-climate-statements/cameroon/.
3. World Investment Report 2019, Country Fact sheet: Africa, http://unctad.org/wir or http://unctad.org/fdistatistics.
4. https://cameroun.eregulations.org/.
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For each step, it provides up-to-date and
comprehensive information on where to go, who to
see, which documents to submit, which documents
you should receive, how much to pay, the duration of
the step, who to contact with complaints or feedback
and the legal justification of the step. But, just like it
is with most issues in the country, the problem of the
operationalization of the electronic system remains
to be solved. Actually, it is not possible to have the
number of investors who have used the platform to
start-up their businesses in Cameroon, hence this
study lack this important aspect of the report.

While Cameroon made a positive step in reducing
the time needed to obtain a building permit in
2017, much still has to be done. Unfortunately,
Cameroon seems to be comfortable with its present
process and time in obtaining construction permits
because since 2017 no reforms have been made.
Development is a process and Cameroon should
aim for the best reforms if it has to attract foreign
investors or occupy a better position at the doing
business index.
Cameroon has been on the process of becoming a
digital economy for some years but this is yet to be
effective. The one-stop-shop online system put in
place by the government to help and make easy the
process of applying for construction permits are not
very effective. It is still not a 100% reliable means to
apply for the permit. It rather takes longer periods
than expected to get a reply from the concerned
authorities when applications are done online.

Secondly, in line with the Prime Minister’s
recommendations at the 2017 edition of the
Cameroon Business Forum, where he called
for modernized procedures about the cost and
processing time of construction permit applications,
the Cameroonian Ministry for Urban Development
and Housing in January 2018 finalized a digital
application which allows the request, processing,
and issuance of construction licenses online. It is
within this framework that the Ministry took the
initiative to support the Douala City Council in the
process of computerization and dematerialization
of the procedures for the issuance of urban planning
documents to lighten these procedures and to ensure
the speed of file processing and reduce costs. Again,
the problem of the operationalization of the digital
application remains. For example, the updates are
not regular and the internet connection is more
often disturbed. Again, despite our efforts, we were
unable to have the number of investors who used
that platform to obtain their construction licenses.

Civil engineers and architects concerned with the
process of obtaining building permits on regular
basis, testify that just like with other services
affected by corruption, officials concerned with the
process of obtaining building permits at various
stages prefer paperwork applications that give the
possibility for bribery and corruption to take place
smoothly. Thus, corruption appears to be one of the
major problems affecting the process of obtaining
building permits in Cameroon for both nationals
and foreigners.
Though Cameroon made an effort in decentralizing
the process of obtaining building permits, today
there is still a major problem concerning the lengthy
of time in the process of notifications and inspection
requirements to obtain various documents.
Nevertheless, these processes create unnecessary
room for unnecessary expenditures, bribery, and
corruption.6

To attract investors, the online application aims at
reducing the time and making easy the process of
obtaining construction permits to both nationals
and foreign investors. The One-Stop-Shop, which
is an ongoing project will help for the application,
treatment, and deliverance of construction
permits online. The importance of such electronic
management of building permits is that it reduces
workload, enhances speed and transparency in the
processing of the documents5.

5. Cameroon tribune December 10th 2017, https://www.tribunejustice.com/building-permits-in-cameroon-online-application-tostart-in-january/.

6. According to the World Bank’s DOING BUSINESS 2014: understanding regulations for small and medium size enterprises,
comparing business regulations for 189 economies, 11th edition 2014.
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2008, Cameroon only did the same in 2014, 6 years
later. Comparatively, therefore, between 2008 and
2020, Rwanda has been making reforms almost
yearly as concerns obtaining construction permits
and the results can be seen today both on its position
on the obtaining construction permit indicator.

For example Rwanda, which is ranked 38th at the ease
of doing business and 81st in at the ease of obtaining
construction permits; it takes just 15 procedures
and 97 days to obtain a construction permit. The
Rwandan economy, unlike those of most other
African countries has continuously been making
reforms as concerns obtaining a construction
permit. While Rwanda decentralized the process in
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The conditions for obtaining a construction permit
are determined and framed by decree n°2016/3058/
PM of 28 July 2016 fixing the rules of land use and
construction1, in the extension of the law governing
town planning in Cameroon. The building permit
is, at the end of the decree, mentioned as an
administrative act which authorizes a construction
after verification of its conformity with the rules of
art and the town planning rules currently enforced.
This permit is required for any construction. It is
issued by the Mayor of the municipality where the
construction is located, after examination of the
application file by a commission.

4.1 Recognition of the Right to
Land Ownership

The application is submitted by the owner of the
land or his agent. It shall specify the identity of the
owner or agent, the location and size of the land,
the nature of the work, and the destination of the
constructions. The file, drawn up in five (05) copies,
includes:

The laws and regulations in force in Cameroon
recognize land title holders as landowners and
guarantee them the right to use, enjoy, and dispose
of their property. Women are not excluded from this
category, so it can be inferred that they have equal
access to land ownership with men.

1.

The pre-condition for obtaining the construction
permit is that the application is made by the
landowner or his agent. This condition is
accompanied by the presentation of a certificate
of ownership. This last document certifies that the
land on which the construction is to be carried out
is titled (thus registered in the land register), that it
belongs to the applicant, and above all, that it is not
subject to a bank mortgage.

A stamped application is drawn upon an
administrative form signed by the owner of
the land or his representative;

Moreover, statistics from the Ministry of Domains
Surveys and Land Affairs show that the number of
female2 landowners are rising at a gradual pace.
Indeed, in 2014 and 2015, we observe a pic in
women’s land titles possession. Beginning, 2016,
that ownership significantly declined even though
there was a slight improvement observed in 2017.
Overall, for the period from 2005 to 2017, and the
entire territory, the available statistics show that
20.71% of land titles have been issued to women.

2. An urbanism certificate;
3. A certificate of ownership dated less than six
(06) months ago or any act of the Minister
in charge of Domains in its place;
4. A descriptive, quantitative and cost estimate
of the work;
5.

A ground plan of the constructions to be
built or modified and the location of the
land;

Nevertheless, women’s ability to successfully claim
the right to land ownership differs in urban and
rural areas. In cities, access to land for women is
contingent their financial resources. In the urban
environment, their rights to land ownership are
not contested. Nevertheless, there is a tendency in
practice, to facilitate procedures, to shelter under a
kind of male “tutelage”, when the procedures are not
simply delegated to them. This is a male-dominated
environment, and the services are sometimes less
diligent and overpriced for women.

6. Execution plans including in particular
foundation, distribution, roofing, facade,
section, and structural plans, where
applicable, at scales defined in the model
building permit application;
7.

A sewerage system;

8. A contract for the supervision of the work if
applicable.
The above conditions for obtaining a construction
permit are often difficult for women to meet. These
indirect difficulties are of two kinds: recognition
of the right to land ownership; and the capacity,
particularly financial, to exercise this right.

Conversely, in rural areas, the situation is much
more complex as individual land ownership is
poorly perceived there. For traditional communities,
land signifies tribal cohesion and individual
property rights threaten the very foundations of
tribal structures. This view persist because the

1. Cf. the chapter fourth of the decree.
2. In this graph, women are represented with the red colour.
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Figure 1: Land Titles Issued to Women in Cameroon
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Source: Authors (Data from the Ministry of Domains, Surveys and Land Affairs - Cameroon).
tribal group is seen as the cradle of individual and
collective land rights. Additionally, customary law
prohibits women from land ownership and gender
norms reinforce discrimination against women by
portraying them, as daughters, wives, or widows, on
family estates.

as head of the family. Very few women take a close
interest in the issue, even when they participate in it
through their contributions. It is common practice
for household assets to be named solely after
the head of the family, even when the couple has
contributed jointly or partially to their acquisition.
Secondly, women must have a capacity for
financial mobilization, which is generally less than
that of men, whether in terms of their resources
(from the economic activity) or their capacity for
indebtedness. According to the National Institute
of Statistics (NIS), men’s salaries are 1.5 to 2 times
higher than those of women3. Most rural women
workers are unpaid or self-employed family workers
and are exposed to precarious and poorly paid jobs.
On average, they are paid 25% less than men, even
though they work longer hours4. And in front of
financial institutions, access to housing credit is
more expensive for women and they are considered
“bad borrowers”5.

4.2 Capacity to Exercise the Right
to Land Ownership
The existence of a right is not sufficient to guarantee
its full exercise. To exercise the right to land
ownership, women must be able to mobilize both
information and financial resources.
Beforehand, they must be aware of their rights.
Indeed, many women are unaware that they have
the legal right to own land in both urban and rural
areas. In households, usually, the constitution of the
family patrimony is the responsibility of the man,

3. Household survey, ECAM III by the National Institute of Statistics.
4. International Labour Organization - ILO, 2012
5. https://www.memoireonline.com/04/10/3434/Analyse-des-determinants-de-loctroi-du-credit-bancaire-aux-entreprises-lecas-de-Afriland-Firs.html#_Toc226136048.
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POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Improving Cameroon’s Ranking in
Dealing with Construction Permits’
Index
Based on Cameroon’s ranking on the obtaining
permits, foreign investors will be less inclined to
invest in Cameroon, and will seek better-ranked
countries where the acquisition of a building permit
takes less time and money. In Africa, for example,
the top 5 countries ranked in this indicator in
2020 are Mauritius (8th position), Morocco (16th
position), Tunisia (32nd position), Botswana (44th
position), and Zambia (67th position). So, what
could Cameroon do to improve its ranking?
In order to change the possibility of loosing
investors, national and international, Cameroonian
public administration’s public policy trust must
be to overcome this problem by convincingly
implementing more convincing reforms in the
area of obtaining building permits. These should
include reducing the length and cost of procedures,
for example by opting for a digital system of filing,
processing, and, evaluating applications online.
Creating a digital platform specifically designed
for the acquisition of building permits will not only
allow administrations to follow investors’ files in a
transparent and traceable manner but also allow
investors to reduce or even eliminate travel between
the various territorial administrations with an
online payment system.
There is also an urgent need to reduce delays; as far
as the connection to the water supply is concerned,

which is estimated to take 50 days or even more if
it requires more than 50 meters of connection. For
an investor, such slowness could be discouraging,
with Cameroon losing several cases, stagnating at
the same rank in world economic rankings. In the
same vein, a system of electronic licensing should
be financed, making it easier for investors to access
information and permits. It is a system that has
been put in place in the Mauritian State which has
climbed to 13th place in the world in the Doing
Business 2020 ranking, thus establishing itself as
the business leader on the African continent.
China, for its part, has opted for a program called
“Be the smart regulator,” through which it promotes
the electronic processing of files. Thanks to this
system which Cameroon could use as a model, the
State of Hong Kong has managed to streamline
administrative procedures to meet the demand
in less than two weeks. Transcribed to the local
context, this would mean trusting young computer
engineers to set up this electronic system, advocating
traceability and, effective monitoring of each file.
The investor would therefore only have to travel
during topographical visits and field inspections.

2. Rethinking Mechanisms of
Obtaining a Construction Permit
It is important to propose some solutions to
the challenges faced in Cameroon both by the
Government and landowners, concerning the
issuance and obtaining of construction permits.
We advocates incentives rather than sanctions. The
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3. Facilitating the Process of Obtaining
Building Permits in Cameroon for
Foreign Investors

Government should provide incentives for people to
apply for a construction permit. In fact, now there are
no advantages to possessing a construction permit.
Profit incentives such as reduction or exemption
from property tax, submission of compensation
in the event of a disaster upon presentation of a
building permit, etc., will also encourage adoption
of construction permits.

To facilitate the process of obtaining building
permits in Cameroon for foreigners’ investors,
the Government has to ensure the effective
implementation and 100% functioning of the
one-stop-shop online mechanism for obtaining
construction permits.

Again, many people obtain the license but do not
respect the procedures and regulations of urban
planning. We therefore recommend that, after
issuing a construction permit to a landowner, the
government of Cameroon Cameroon like that of
Toronto – Canada,1 should strictly follow up and
make sure that all the rules and regulations in the
construction permit are respected by the latter.
This will help the landowners to be pervasive in
respecting the norms when constructing.

Policymakers should identify and streamline
specific steps in the process as well as the inspection
of various documents. This will help in eliminating
unnecessary expenditures and closing all openings
towards illicit practices, such as bribery and
corruption. Government authorities could be
sanctioned for not respecting of the various delay
periods for obtaining the various documents needed
for applying and obtaining a building permit for
both nationals and foreigners.

The need for harmonization of procedures in all
parts of Cameroon. This is to build trust from
investors who build anywhere in Cameroon thereby,
encouraging them to obtain construction permits
prior to building. An example should be taken
from Burundi2 where similar laws are ubiquitous
across all parts of the country. A report from the
Cameroon Tribune on December 10, 2017 shows
that the automation process is currently only being
implemented in Douala.

4. Women Should Be Privileged in
Obtaining Construction Permits in
Cameroon
The building permit stage for women is, in a way,
at the end of the chain of exercising their property
rights. Therefore, it seems important to us to
insist particularly on the “universal” recognition
of this right, in both urban and rural areas. In the
countryside, it is contested and systematically
impeded. In this specific case, land reform should
help to bring customary practices into line with legal
requirements that do not distinguish between men
and women. Also, women should be made more
aware of land issues. Unfortunately, the available
statistics on land registration do not specify the
areas of acquisition. It is therefore difficult to
accurately assess women’s access to land ownership
in rural areas.

Also, the government should revise its policies of
processing time. Some landowners see the 90days
processing times as lengthy and ill-suited for
infrastructure projects designed to commence over
short periods of time. As such, processing times
should reduce the lag caused by the investigation
period. So, it is important for those issuing the
construction permit to consider the people who
want to build, in order to save the resources of the
prospective builders, who on getting some money
would like to start their building projects. This would
perhaps encourage the recalcitrant landowners to
comply with the building conditions and even the
procedures.

1. https://www.toronto.ca-apply-for-a-building-permit-city-of-toronto.
2. www.documents.worldbank2019.org.the-economic-profile-of-Burundi.
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Facilitating women’s access to building permits
and the whole process, in our opinion, involves
equal pay. This inequality result not only from the
subjective mentalities to regards women’s work
with low appreciation, but also from their low
representation in positions of responsibility, and
therefore from the advantages that they derive from
it. The exercise of the right to own land requires
significant resources that must be mobilized.

to self-regulate their members. They should be
responsible for signing valuable plans and to build
according to the current rules. This will help to
reduce state’s intervention through obligatory field
inspections whose consequences are the increasing
number of stakeholders, the undue extension of
procedures duration, the abetting of corruption and
the multiplication of the number of documents for
submission. Architects should be allowed the leeway
to be held responsible for the non-respect and
respect of construction rules from the beginning of
the building till the end.

5. The Promotion of Self-Regulation of
Various Actors
Architects and civil engineers are structured in
national orders. Like medical doctors, it is time
to give them the liberty and the responsibility
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